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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Bonnier Zaffre UK | SORCERY IS A SCAM . . . The second book in
the page-turning SPELLSLINGER fantasy series. | SORCERY IS A SCAM . . . Four months after fleeing
his own people, Kellen has discovered he&apos;s an even worse outlaw than he was mage. It
doesn&apos;t help that his only allies are a swaggering card player and a thieving squirrel cat.Then
he meets Seneira, a blindfolded girl who isn&apos;t blind, and whose secrets get them caught up in
a conspiracy of magic, blackmail and murder. Now Kellen must find the mage responsible before
the entire frontier falls victim to the mystical plague known as the shadowblack.Perfect for fans of
The Dark Tower, Firefly, Guardians of the Galaxy, Terry Pratchett, Ben Aaronovitch and Jim
Butcher.&apos; Magic with a Wild West flavour, served with flair .&apos; Financial Times&apos;A
bucket-load of tension is offset with humour , power struggles , lots of magic and some great
characters . Fantasy junkies will devour with relish.&apos; The Guardian &apos; gloriously escapist
fantasy&apos; The Observer | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 462 gr | 233x155x26
mm | 352 pp.
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Reviews
Unquestionably, this is the greatest job by any author. It really is simplistic but shocks inside the fi y percent in the book. I am just pleased to inform you
that here is the greatest book i actually have go through within my own existence and could be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Elva K emmer
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta Ar mstr ong III
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